
Celebrity  Baby  News:  Jason
Aldean & Wife Brittany Reveal
Sex of Baby No. 2

By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity news, Jason and Brittany Aldean revealed the
gender of their celebrity baby! According to EOnline.com, the
celebrity couple have gone through a lot in the pregnancy
department. The couple decided to do a gender reveal for their
daughters. Jason tossed a ball while his daughters took turns
trying to hit one to see what color was inside. It looks like
this celebrity relationship found light at the end of the
tunnel. Congrats to the happy couple, who are expecting a baby
girl.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Jason
Aldean  and  his  wife  Brittany  are
expecting a second girl. What are
some  unique  ways  to  announce  the
sex of your unborn baby?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s safe to say the most exciting part of a pregnancy is
finding out the sex of the baby. Cupid has some advice on
unique ways to announce the sex of your unborn baby:

1. Gender reveal parties: Gender reveal parties are all the
rave now! Instead of having just a baby shower, people will
also  have  a  gender  reveal  as  well.  This  party  includes
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everyone in on the fun. There are plenty of games to be
played, like at a baby shower. People reveal the gender by
releasing balloons in the air or even cutting a cake with the
inside being the color of the gender. This is a fun way to
include friends in family in on the excitement.

Related Link: How to Celebrate the New Year with a New Baby

2. Surprise, surprise!: A fun way to announce the gender of
your unborn baby is to decorate the baby’s room with the
colors related to the gender. Invite close friends over for a
small get together with them just thinking it’s just that, a
get together. While still being able to play little games, or
even take a few bets, later on you can tell your guests that
the get together is to reveal the gender. You can reveal the
gender by simply opening the door the baby’s room. Your guests
will be in shock and won’t expect it.

Related Link: Product Review: Share a Scare with Care Onesies

3. Invites only: A unique way of announcing the sex of your
baby could be included with the baby shower invitations. Being
pregnant is tiring but to be continuously asked what you are
having could be runner up. Surprise everyone by sending out
baby shower invites that correlate to the sex of the baby.
While  people  will  think  they  are  receiving  a  aby  shower
invite, they will be surprised to learn the gender of the
baby. A good idea is to have the details of the invitation on
the front and in small letters at the bottom write, “by the
way.” On the back you then reveal the gender. It’s a cute, yet
easy way to reveal the gender of your bundle of joy.

What are some unique ways to announce the sex of your unborn
baby? Share below.
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13  Most  Shocking  Celebrity
Couple Affairs

By Katie Gray

In Hollywood, it’s not always glitz and glam. We feel a bond
with the actors and singers that we admire. In fact, it’s
almost as if we directly know them. Therefore, when there is a
break-up or celebrity divorce, we take it to heart. The famous
celebrity  couples  we  love  will  hopefully  last  forever.
However; sometimes things have to fall apart so better things
can fall together in the future. This is the case with some of
the most shocking celebrity couple affairs.

Cupid  has  the  13  most  shocking
celebrity couple affairs:

1. Tiger Woods and Elin Nordegren: Arguably the world’s most
famous golfer, Tiger Woods is known for his scandalous affairs
in  addition  to  being  a  professional  golfer  on  the  green.
Woods’ voicemails on multiple women’s answering machines were
leaked, exposing his many indiscretions. He admitted to having
cheated on his model wife, Elin Nordegren. The Ludacris song
“Sexting”  is  based  off  of  this  scandal.  The  couple
subsequently split, and she received $100 million dollars from
him in the divorce.

2. Peter Cook and Christie Brinkley: Famous American model and
actress, Christie Brinkley, has been the All American Girl for
decades. Remember her role in the movie Vacation as the red
corvette girl? At 62 years old right now, she’s still killin’
it! She was married to Billy Joel and was even in his iconic
“Uptown Girl” music video, and they have a daughter together –
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Alexa Joel. Afterward, she was married to architect Peter Cook
until he cheated on her with an 18 year old, Diana Bianchi.
This ended in celebrity divorce after 12 years.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: 10 Actresses To Look To For
Guidance

3. Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson: This cheating scandal
rocked the world and broke Twilight fans’ hearts. Kristen
Stewart and Robert Pattinson shared a romance on camera and
off, during the famous Twilight series. However, while she was
filming a movie on her own, photos of her and the director
Rupert Sanders looking cozy were leaked, and she admitted the
truth. He was  married and 44 at the time, and she was 22.
Stewart and Pattinson later got back together, but then went
their separate ways again. At least we can still watch them
together in the vampire love story on screen!

4. Maria Shriver and Arnold Schwarzenegger: Everybody loved
Maria Shriver and Arnold Schwarzenegger! They were American
royalty because Maria Shriver is a Kennedy. It turned out that
Schwarzenegger had an affair with their maid, and even a love
child that was kept secret. The couple separated after 25
years of marriage and later divorced.

5. Ethan Hawke and Uma Thurman: Uma Thurman is known for her
empowering female roles, like in Kill Bill. She was married to
actor Ethan Hawke, when he had an affair with Ryan Shawhughes
and later married her. The couple have two children together.

Related: Relationship Advice: 10 Emotional Stages of Being in
a New Relationship

6. Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt: Hollywood’s golden couple
used to be Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt. During the filming
of Mr. & Mrs. Smith, which starred Pitt and Angelina Jolie,
there was a lot of speculation that an affair happened between
the two. It remains unknown, however; Pitt and Jolie began
dating afterward the making of the movie and then married and
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have  many  children  together.  Aniston  told  The  Hollywood
Reporter last year, “Nobody did anything wrong…. It was just
like, sometimes things happen.”

7. Eva Longoria and Tony Parker: Eva Longoria hit it big time
when  she  landed  her  role  as  Gabrielle  Solis  on  Desperate
Housewives,  but  she  is  far  from  being  desperate.  She’s
beautiful, inside and out. She was married to NBA star Tony
Parker, when she discovered text messages on his phone from
another woman. It turned out to be a teammate’s wife, and the
situation ended in a celebrity divorce. But, as the face of
L’Oreal, we know she’s still worth it!

8. Sandra Bullock and Jesse James: Sandra Bullock is one of
the best actresses in the industry. She is talented and plays
diverse roles, such as starring in The Proposal, The Blind
Side, Gravity, Miss Congeniality, Hope Floats, and many more.
She was married to Jesse James, when multiple allegations from
women came out saying they had been with him. Bullock filed
for divorce. She was too good for him anyway! Her talent,
beauty and kindness will continue to get her far in life.

9. Sienna Miller and Jude Law: You can’t have a list of
shocking affairs, without listing Jude Law. It was plastered
all over the tabloids that the actor cheated on model/actress
Sienna Miller with his children’s nanny, Daisy Wright. He
issued a public apology to her, and they went their separate
ways.

10. Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott: Author and actress, Tori
Spelling, is the daughter of Hollywood legend Aaron Spelling
who brought us countless shows such as Charmed, Beverly Hills
90210, Charlie’s Angels, Dynasty and Love Boat. She’s married
to Dean McDermott and they have children together. He had an
affair, and Spelling documented it on a Lifetime show titled
True Tori. They worked through their issues and are to this
day married.



11. Reese Witherspoon and Ryan Phillippe: Oscar winner and
America’s  sweetheart  Reese  Witherspoon  was  married  to  her
Cruel Intentions co-star, Ryan Phillippe. Rumor has it that
Phillipee cheated with Abbie Cornish, but there is no way to
know if those rumors are true. Phillippe and Witherspoon did
divorce, although they are raising their children together.
Witherspoon continued to stay strong and Walk The Line and is
happily remarried.

12. Jason Aldean and Jessica Ussery: Country superstar, Jason
Aldean,  is  currently  married  to  American  Idol  contestant
Brittany Kerr. It is known that he was married to Jessica
Ussery when they began seeing one another, and he admitted it
was inappropriate. He divorced his high school sweetheart, and
last spring Aldean and Kerr were married.

13. Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner: The most recent incident
to break our hearts is the separation of Ben Affleck and
Jennifer Garner. There are allegations that he cheated with
the nanny. Garner stated she didn’t hear about that until
after they were separated. They are remaining friends for the
sake of their three children.

What are the most shocking celebrity couple affairs in your
opinion? Share your stories below.

Jason  Aldean  Says  Celebrity
Wife Brittany Kerr ‘Keeps Me
Focused and Grounded’
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By Jenna Bagcal

In a recent piece of celebrity news from People.com Jason
Aldean spoke highly of how his new celebrity wife Brittany
Kerr influences his life. The celebrity couple were married in
March of this year in a surprise wedding in Mexico. Aldean
told PEOPLE that the former American Idol contestant keeps him
“a little more focused and grounded,” which he especially
needs while on the road.

Brittany Kerr is still adjusting to
being  a  celebrity  wife!  What  are
some ways to give your partner a
reality check?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Whether you’re newly married like this celebrity couple or
have been in a long-term relationship, giving your partner a
reality check from time to time can benefit your relationship
and love. Here is Cupid’s love advice for how to keep your
partner grounded:

1.  Be  supportive  through  stress:  Stress  can  come  in  many
different forms, whether from work, a job interview, or money
issues. If stress is negatively affecting your partner, show
that you support them by giving them words of encouragement
and finding the positive aspects of the situation at hand.

Related Link: Famous Couple Jason Aldean and Brittany Kerr
Have Wedding Celebration

2. Create realistic goals: It’s easy to create lofty goals,
but completing those bigger goals can be difficult. Work with
your partner to create goals that are manageable but rewarding
for him or her, or encourage them to divide bigger goals up
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into smaller parts. In doing so, running a 10 kilometer race
or passing a big certification exam won’t seem so daunting.

Related Link: Jason Aldean and Brittany Kerr Spend Christmas
Eve With His Kids 

3.  Keep  your  partner’s  eye  on  the  prize:  Getting  the
motivation to do something or complete a task can be hard, so
keep your partner focused and motivated by reminding them of
their goals. Whether it’s paying off all of their loans or
saving  up  for  a  month  long  tour  of  Asia,  remind  your
significant  other  what  they  are  working  towards  and  the
fulfillment they will gain.

How do you help keep your partner focused and grounded in
reality? Leave your comments down below! 

Famous  Couple  Jason  Aldean
and  Brittany  Kerr  Have
Celebrity Wedding

By Meranda Yslas

They said, ‘I do!’ According to UsMagazine.com, famous couple
Jason Aldean and his celebrity love Brittany Kerr celebrated
their celebrity wedding this past weekend. The two exchanged
vows in a seaside ceremony in Playa del Carmen, Mexico in
front of family and close friends. “She looked so beautiful,”
gushed the groom who got teary eyed when he saw his bride
walking down the aisle. “I was so excited to see her.”
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Another celebrity wedding is in the
books!  What  are  some  ways  to
personalize your big day?

Cupid’s Advice:

Weddings come in all different shapes and sizes, and that’s
what makes them fun. You can follow in the footsteps of the
newly married celebrity couple Aldean and Kerr whose celebrity
wedding was on the beach, or you can keep it traditional in a
church. It’s up to you! Here is some advice from Cupid on how
to own your special day:

1. Send it in style: Invitations are usually the first time
your guests will get the feel of your wedding theme and style,
so make you’re sending the right message. You can go with the
classic elegant look for your invites or you can make them
bold and hard to ignore.

Related Link: It’s Official! ‘Twilight’ Star Peter Facinelli
Celebrates Celebrity Engagement with Jaimie Alexander

2. Make your favors the favorite: Normally weddings have small
favors or gifts that guests get to go home with to remember
the special celebration they attended. Get creative with your
party favors, try making them so they match your wedding’s
theme.

Related Link: Jason Aldean Defends Relationship with Former
Mistress

3. What you serve counts: During the reception, the dinner
being served is sometimes a big deal. The options you have
when it comes to creating the menu is endless. You can serve
food that reflects you and your partner’s heritage or the meal
you two had on your first date-have fun with it!
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How did you personalize your wedding? Share below!

Jason  Aldean  and  Brittany
Kerr Spend Christmas Eve With
His Kids

By Katie Gray

This is country superstar Jason Aldean’s kind of party! Aldean
recently celebrated Christmas Eve with his fiancée Brittany
Kerr and his daughters, Keeley and Kendyl. They enjoyed the
holidays  at  the  performer’s  home  outside  of  Nashville,
Tennessee. It was their first holiday season together as a
family, and the foursome shared a picture of their happy times
on  Instagram.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  “Dirt  Road
Anthem” singer said, “This year has been a good year for
us. All of this… now [Brittany] can come out to shows and be
normal. All the craziness around us has died down, and that’s
been the coolest thing about this year.”
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Photo courtesy of Jason Aldean’s Instagram.

How do you introduce your kids to your new partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Introducing your kids to your new partner can be a touchy
situation. Cupid has some tips:

1. Evaluate everything: Introducing your new partner to your
children  is  something  that  shouldn’t  be  taken  lightly.
Consider  your  situation  and  your  new  relationship
carefully before you take this next step. If you are really
serious with your love interest and are committed, it’s a good
idea to be honest to your children.

Related Link: Heidi Klum Protects Her Kids from Public Split

2. Be somewhere neutral: When you initially introduce your
children to your new significant other, it should be somewhere
neutral. It should be done in a place where they feel safe and
comfortable.  Make  sure  you  consider  the  childrens’  ages
first. Perhaps a zoo or amusement park is a good option,
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somewhere they can have fun after having a “grown-up” talk.

Related Link: Celebrity Couples That Waited to Have Kids

3. Keep it simple: When your children are first getting to
know your new flame, make sure everything stays light. Try to
limit the public affection in the very beginning and then
slowly ease into it. Make sure you give your partner details
about your kids and share their likes and dislikes. This makes
the bonding process much easier.

What are some ways you have introduced your children to your
new partner successfully? Share your stories below.

Jason  Aldean  Defends
Relationship  with  Former
Mistress

By Jessica DeRubbo

Jason Aldean is speaking up for his new girlfriend and former
mistress  Brittany  Kerr,  according  to  UsMagazine.com.  The
country singer recently posted on Instagram, and the caption
says, “So sick of people judging me and @brittanylkerr over
things they know nothing about. I have made mistakes but i am
a better person because of it, and wouldnt change a thing. Im
happier than i have ever been, so thank u to all the people
who support us. We are happy and life goes on. Its time to
move on people.” The duo has been together since Aldean filed
for divorce from his wife of nearly 12 years, Jessica Ussery,
in 2013. They went public with their relationship in April
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2014 while walking the red carpet together at the 2014 CMT
Music Awards.

What are some reasons to defend your relationship to family
and friends?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Defending your relationship is never something you want to
have to do, but some situations simply call for it. Cupid has
some  scenarios  in  which  it  might  be  not  only  okay,  but
necessary, to step up to the plate to defend the one you love:

1. Inaccurate accusations designed to hurt: Some rumors aren’t
worth addressing, but when an accusation or assumption is
hurting your significant other, it’s time to take action.

Related: Jason Aldean Is Dating Mistress Brittany Kerr Post-
Divorce

2. When you need to set the truth free: Sometimes family and
friends get the wrong idea and believe your relationship is
something it’s not. It’s time to set the record straight,
especially if you can see your relationship being long-term.

Related: Jason Aldean Walks First Red Carpet with Brittany
Kerr

3. Control is now out of the question: If you can no longer
keep tabs on a situation and it seems to be spiraling out of
control, it’s time to defend your relationship. If you let
things go too far, there may be lasting emotional damage.

What are some other instances in which you should step in to
defend your relationship? Share your thoughts below.
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Jason Aldean Walks First Red
Carpet  With  Former  Mistress
Brittany Kerr

By Sanetra Richards

A new couple has made their debut! That’s right, Jason Aldean
and Brittany Kerr are out of hiding and ready to show off
their relationship. According to UsMagazine.com, after filing
for divorce from his wife, Jessica Ussery, over year ago, the
country star walked the CMT Music Awards red carpet with his

new girlfriend Brittany Kerr on June 4th. After admitting to
inappropriate behavior with Kerr in September 2012, Aldean
called it quits on his 12-year marriage and later filed for
divorce in April 2013. It was confirmed him and his former
mistress were officially dating in March 2014. The couple was
also spotted meeting up for dinner after April’s ACM Awards.

How do you know when to go public with your new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

You and your new partner have been in hiding so long, and now
you are ready to take it to the next step and go public.
Unfortunately, you are concerned about the timing and possible
reactions. Cupid has some advice to make the decision a little
bit easier for you and your latest love:

1. Everything is going smoothly: When you cannot deny the
feelings and there is nothing to complain about, you should
probably  begin  to  brace  yourself  for  making  the  big
announcement. You are more than satisfied and secure in the
new relationship, so why hide it any longer? However, be sure
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you are absolutely comfortable and willing to inform everyone.

Related: Jason Aldean Is Dating Mistress Brittany Kerr Post-
Divorce

2. It is a mutual decision: Both parties should agree on whom,
when, and where to tell. If your partner has not quite warmed
up to the idea just yet, give him/her some time and maybe ask
for their reasoning. You want to confirm that they have the
same vision of the relationship as you do.

Related: New Couple: Zoe Kravitz and Noah Becker Stroll Hand-
in-Hand

3. Longevity: Have the both of you discussed a future life
together? Is it a fling or forever? These are questions to ask
and keep in mind when making the decision to announce your
relationship. If there is any doubt of being together later
down the line, be cautious of informing family and friends.
You want to be able to share the news, and your loved ones can
count on this person to be around months (even years) down the
line.

What are some ways to know if you should go public with your
new relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Jason  Aldean  Is  Dating
Mistress Brittany Kerr Post-
Divorce

By Louisa Gonzales
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Jason Aldean is dating whom? That would be Brittany Kerr, the
woman he cheated on his wife, Jessica Ussery, with back in
September 2012. UsMagazine.com confirmed that the pair has
been dating since Aldean filed for divorce from his wife back
in April 2013. It was in 2012 that the country singer got
caught with the American Idol alum, to which the music artist
admitted and publicly apologized shortly after via a Facebook
post. Aldean was with his wife Ussery for almost 12 years and
the ex-couple have two children together. After the scandal,
the ex-lovers tried to work things out, but eventually parted
ways. Aldean and his new lover Kerr were spotted on Friday,
March 14, at Aldean’s performance at Amphitheater at The Wharf
in Orange Beach, Alabama.

What are some ways to avoid drama in your relationship? 

Cupid’s Advice:

No matter how good your relationship is, it won’t be easy all
the time. It’s okay for couples to fight sometimes, but if
you’re  doing  it  all  the  time  it’s  not  healthy  for  your
relationship. Which is why you have to find ways to avoid
pointless arguments or fights, but how do you do that? Cupid
has some advice on ways to avoid drama in your relationship:

1. Agree to disagree: Every one is their own person and has
their own preferences, goals and wants. The truth is no couple
will  agree  on  everything,  but  just  because  you  don’t  it
doesn’t  mean  you  should  start  a  fight  about  it.  In  a
relationship  you  have  to  learn  how  to  make  comprises  and
sacrifices, especially if you want to avoid an argument.

Related:  Bradley  Cooper  and  Suki  Waterhouse  Go  Public  at
Sundance

2.Communicate: To avoid any misunderstanding you need to talk
to each other. A lot of arguments or fights happen because
 people don’t let someone know what’s going on. With your
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partner don’t just assume some they will understand or won’t
take it as a big deal, without talking to them first. A
relationship is between two people, it’s a partnership you
have to keep that in mind when making decisions.

Related: ‘Bachelor’ Stars Juan Pablo Galavis and Nikki Ferrell
Attend Wedding Weekend

3. Accept all of them: Loving someone is about accepting and
appreciating all of them, the good and the bad. Over stressing
about all the things that bug you or get on your nervous about
your significant other, will just increase the chances of
adding unnecessary drama to your relationship. Focus on all
the good and positive things about your lover.

How do you think you should avoid relationship drama? Share in
the comments below.
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